The Japanese language represents numbers in kana digit words (a syllabic notation), kanji numbers and Arabic numbers (logographic notations). Kanji and Arabic numbers have previously shown similar patterns of numerical processing, and because of their shared logographic properties may exhibit similar brain areas of numerical representation. Kana digit words require a larger phonetic component, and therefore may show different areas of numerical representation as compared to kanji or Arabic numbers. The present study investigated behavioral reaction times and brain activation with fMRI during the numerical processing of kana digit words, kanji numbers and Arabic numbers. No differences in behavioral reaction time were found between kanji and Arabic numbers. In contrast, kana digit words produced a longer reaction time as compared to the other two notations. The imaging data showed that kana activated the posterior cingulate cortex when compared to kanji and Arabic numbers. It is suggested that this posterior cingulate activation reflects an additional attentional demand in this script which may be related to the infrequent use of kana digit words, or may reflect an extra step of phonological mediation in converting the visual word form to the verbal word form. Overall, the data suggest that number reading is processed differently in these three notations.
Introduction
Behavioral evidence from previous studies with both humans and animals has supported the idea of a central area of number processing in the brain (Dehaene, Dehaene-Lambertz, & Cohen, 1998; Verguts & Fias, 2004) and has generated theories of an internal analog magnitude representation, similar to a 'mental number line ' (Fias, Lammertyn, Reynvoet, Dupont, & Orban, 2003; Verguts & Fias, 2004) . These suggestions are supported by the well-documented findings of distance and size effects in number comparison. As the distance between two numbers being compared decreases, the reaction time in judging which is larger increases (a distance effect); and as the size of numbers being compared increases, reaction time increases (a size effect) (Dehaene et al., 1998; Libertus, Woldorff, & Brannon, 2007; Moyer & Landauer, 1967; Verguts & Fias, 2004) . It has been suggested that the internal representation of numerical magnitude is coded in a notationindependent representation, and is shared by both symbolic (i.e. Arabic numbers) and non-symbolic (i.e. dot arrays) stimuli (Ansari, 2008; Fias et al., 2003; Libertus et al., 2007; Verguts & Fias, 2004; see Dehaene et al., 1998 and Ansari 2008 for reviews).
One of the most prominent models of number processing is Dehaene's Triple Code Model. This model proposes three separate representations of number: the visual number form, verbal word frame, and analog magnitude representation (Dehaene, 1992) . The first two representations are notation-dependent (i.e. based on whether numbers are presented as Arabic numerals, written or spoken words) and function at the identification level. The third is a notation-independent semantic representation, similar to an abstract mental number line. Dehaene posits that these first two representations are automatically translated into the third; that is, written or spoken numbers are automatically translated into an analog magnitude representation, meaning that numbers automatically activate semanticity (meaning).
Imaging studies have supported such theories of a central number processing area, and have identified the left intraparietal sulcus (IPS) of the parietal lobe as being the central brain area for number representation and processing (Cohen Kadosh et al., 2005; Dehaene, Piazza, Pinel, & Cohen, 2003; Göbel, Johansen-Berg, Behrens, & Rushworth, 2004) . The left IPS is particularly active during tasks involving comparison of numbers and number representation, and has also been found to be involved in the representation of numerical magnitude in both symbolic and non-symbolic stimuli (Ansari 2008; Fias et al., 2003) . It has also been suggested that within the left IPS there are subtle differences in the methods of processing for symbolic and non-symbolic stimuli (Ansari 2008;  
